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 74°
 Mostly Sunny

 Mostly sunny, with a high near 74.
 West southwest wind around 11
 mph, with gusts as high as 18 mph.

 45°
 Partly Cloudy

 Partly cloudy, with a low around 45.
 Southwest wind 11 to 15 mph, with
 gusts as high as 22 mph.
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Hospital relies on generators during downtown Detroit power outage

Last week's power outage in downtown Detroit forced one hospital to rely on partial
 power from a backup generator, stressing the need for healthcare facilities to
 prioritize critical systems for sustainment by emergency power.

A cable failure caused Detroit Public Lighting Department's downtown power grid to
 fail at about 10:30 a.m. on December 2. The outage impacted city offices, fire
 stations, the jail, 87 public schools and Detroit Medical Center's 320-bed Detroit
 Receiving Hospital. Not knowing how long the outage would last, the hospital
 conserved generator power for critical needs and shut down many bathrooms, the
 employee cafeteria and 35 of the 40 elevators. Elective procedures were put on hold
 and traumas were diverted to other level 1 facilities. All power was restored to
 downtown Detroit by 5:30 p.m. (Sources: CBS Detroit, ABC 7 Detroit, Becker's
 Hospital Review)

Power outages related to high-profile natural disasters like Hurricanes Katrina and
 Sandy tend to garner more attention, but healthcare facilities are often affected by
 and must be prepared for outages caused by failure of local power distribution
 systems. While many incidents, like the Detroit outage, might only affect a hospital
 for a few hours, others can last far longer, demanding careful planning and training
 for staff. A hospital in South Bend, Indiana, relied on generators for several days in
 May after a fire disrupted the city's underground electrical grid. (Sources:
 ProPublica, South Bend Tribune)
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Assess the risks related to various levels of electrical power failure
 at your facility, evaluating how much power would be needed to
 sustain critical systems and equipment for a period of days. This
 may include potable water systems, elevators, water pumps in
 high-rise facilities, sewer pumps in low areas, air handlers in
 isolation rooms and heating, air conditioning and ventilation
 (HVAC) units in regions with intense climates. Prioritize emergency
 power feeds to the most critical systems and make hospital
 leadership aware of gaps between the available load and the
 identified requirements. (Source: The Joint Commission)

Conduct emergency power testing programs in accordance with the
 standards of the relevant accreditation agencies, including The
 Joint Commission, which now requires monthly 30-minute tests of
 generators and automatic transfer switches and a four-hour test at
 least once every three years. (Source: Health Facilities
 Management)

Create and drill contingency plans for clinicians to follow in case of a
 power outage to reduce the risk of adverse patient care events.
 Plans should address measures like the rapid deployment of
 battery-powered equipment, implementation of back-up medical
 records systems, monitoring body temperatures in event of HVAC
 failures, caring for ventilator-dependent patients and triggers and
 timelines for evacuating, transferring or diverting patients.
 (Source: The Joint Commission)
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